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‘Gap’ between students’ capabilities and 
university’s expectations is not new 

Previous study: 
– only 55% of first year students graduated 

 
Reasons given for failure: 

– poor school preparation 
– ‘weakness’ of university T&L 

 
When?  

– 1963  
– JMB-commissioned study  (Akoojee & Nkomo 2007) 
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This is not the first time that there’s been concern about students’ preparedness for HE



‘Gap’ between students’ capabilities 
and university’s expectations is not 

new 
Previous study: 

– 47% students failed at least one subject 
– 25% more than 1 subject 

 
Reasons given for failure: 

– transition from school to HE 
– inadequate university teaching 

 
When?  

– 1936  
– study commissioned by Minister of Education 

     (Akoojee & Nkomo 2007) 
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Also concerned with students preparedness for HE..



What is the nature of this ‘gap’? 

Anecdotal comments - weaknesses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students very weak in maths! 

 
Can no longer memorise! 

 
Less inclined to sit passively - 

 ‘more restless and fidgety in class’ 

Poor maths skills underly the first year 
Physics failure 
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Scott - articulation gap The challenges universities faced regarding maths were "enormous", they said, and university maths curricula should adapt to help the struggling students. (Yeld on NBT)



What is the nature of this ‘gap’? 

Anecdotal comments - strengths 
 
 
 
 
 

Students doing better in some science courses than 
before - eg. Chemistry, Intro to Engineering 

 
Physics students more skilled and confident 

 in lab work  
 

  Students far more engaging and interactive - 
‘we used to have to coax students into  

co-operative learning groupwork’. 
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Cautious about such labels - esp given wide variation in our classes - studetns compeltely at home which tech vs those who have never seen a computer



What is the nature of this ‘gap’? 

Anecdotal comments - strengths 
Student struggle more with maths manipulations,  
but seem more enthusiastic and less daunted than 

 previously to tackle complex problems 

Students more tolerant of others’ views when 
we discuss sensitive issues  

These are Generation Y students - they have 
different aspirations; they’re more visually-
inclined, techno-savvy… 
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Generation Y - are we lagging behind students’ lifeworld and aspirations?Visually-inclined, technology, need responsive, innovative learners



Two studies on 1st years 2009: (1)UJ 
‘The first OBE cohort in Physics 1: set up for failure?’ 
 Physics 1 (major) class 

– huge increase in enrolment in 2009, since more students met 
entry criteria 

Findings:  
– 2009 intake are scoring 8%-12% lower than 2008 intake 

Implications:  
– tighter selection criteria needed for SET programmes 
– a 13th school year for talented learners, to be assembled at a few 

well-resourced schools 
        (Winkler, 2009)
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Repeaters used as ‘control’ sample - but since they had gone through old NSC and traditioal Y1, any use?Larger class - research shows reduces pass-rates (Gibbs?)Partly due to larger 2009 intakes into many programmes (Too many A’s in Maths NSC) Larger classes - are the top x doing as well as before?



First year performance 2009: (2)UCT 
Mid-year results of physics-1 and mathematics-1 for 

engineering students over a 5 year period 
Findings:  

– not a sudden decline in 2009 
– ‘part of a gradual deterioration in the preparedness of incoming 

students’ 
– 2008 NSC cannot be solely blamed for the decline 
– low correlation between NSC results and first year performance in 

maths and physics.  
Implications:  

– tighter selection criteria would not useful 
– need to find educational strategies that will assist underprepared 

students to succeed 
     (Wolmarans et al, 2009) 



Reflections on these two studies 

(1) 
• Tighter selection criteria 

needed for SET programmes 
• A 13th school year for talented 

learners, to be assembled at a 
few well-resourced schools 

 
‘Set up for failure?’:  
…by OBE system… 
(By unresponsive HE system?) 
(Why was no change expected?)  

(2) 
• Tighter selection criteria would 

not useful 
• Need to find educational 

strategies that will assist 
underprepared students to 
succeed in HE 
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Is this ‘gap’ unique to SA? 
Introduction of new Physics curriculum in NSW, 

Australia 
– Included context, and skills (writing and experimentation). 
– Time spent on context and relevance of school physics  

…’appears to have left students less well prepared for 
study in a demanding first year of university physics’. 
   

– But …the number of students taking physics is increasing  
…’changes in the curriculum had added to the 
attractiveness of physics at high school’.  

       (AUTC, 2005)  
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foreseeable future because school systems internationally are grappling with many other issues besides science – education for citizenship was mentioned Shaping the Future: New Expectations for Undergraduate Education in Science, Mathematics,Engineering, and Technology (Advisory Committee to the NSF Directorate for Education and HumanServices chaired by Melvin George, 1996), on the web at <http://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/getpub?nsf96139>:“Many faculty in SME&T at the post-secondary level continue to blame the schools for sendingunderprepared students to them.



How should HE respond to the ‘gap’? 

Option 1: It’s not HE’s problem 
‘Mind’ the gap = avoid, side-step it  
 
Option  2: HE needs to respond 
‘Mind’ the gap = to attend to, have care or oversight of 
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Option 1:Here, the ‘mind’ in ‘mind the gap’ takes on the meaning of ‘avoid’, ‘side-step it’Option  2:Here, the ‘mind’ in ‘mind the gap’ takes on the meaning of ‘to attend to, to tend, have care of oversight of’, as in the term ‘child-minder’ (not someone who minds/avoids children)



Option 1: It’s not HE’s problem 
 • ‘It’s the schools’ problem, not ours’ 
• Raise entry points, get better students 
• ‘Need to maintain standards’ 
• First year as ‘filter’ to ‘weed out’ those students who 

are ‘not university material’ - ‘survival of the fittest’  
 
But … stats show that these students are the cream of 

the crop (cf. CHE study) 
     (Scott et al 2007) 
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Note the metapors - education as a technical process - filters, properities of a material; there is the more organic metaphor from tending a garden - but a focus on weeds rather than helping plants to grow!Stats show that the very students to be weeded out or flitered out are in fact the cream of the crop!Ian Scott - level of first year is not a norm - eg. UK, Scotland; US universities - algebra or calculus courses depending on HS



‘The cream of the crop’ 
Participation rates* in HE:  
       
White  61% 
Indian  50% 
Coloured 12% 
African  12% 
 
 
 

 
 
* All participants as % of 20-24 age-group 

Only 12% of age cohort of coloured and African students 
in HE! 
Developed countries may be up to 70% or more 

(Scott et al 2007, CHE study) 
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Retention and completion rates 

First year attrition 
– 30% drop out  

 
Estimated completion rate 

– 44% max 
So, less than 5% of the black age cohort succeed in any 

form of HE! 
       (Scott et al, 2007) 

In terms of social justice, equity and national 
development, Option 1 is not defensible 
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That 5% includes all subjects - a much smaller % in STEM disciplines -need to produce more scientists and engineers



 
Graduated in regulation time  
        
The 3 year B.Sc/4 year B.Eng is NOT the norm 

 Black All students 

Engineering 14% 32% 

Life and Physical Sciences 11% 21% 

Mathematical Sciences 13% 24% 

(Scott et al, 2007) 
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The impact of low graduation in 
regulation time? 

Psychological costs of failure 
– loss of confidence 
– impact of an unplanned longer degree vs. 

structurally extended degree (emotionally & 
financially) 

Curriculum incoherence 
– time-table clashes due to repeated subjects 
– the interface with the mainstream 

(curriculum coherence for the minority of 
students who complete in minimum time!) 
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As educators, its important to consider ; what are the implications of low grad rate in reg time?Do we sufficient take into account the emotional costs of failure? Often it’s glibly said by academics, oh it does them good to repeat the course’. Yet how many academics were ever the students failing and repeating?Eg. UCT Physics 2Most well-prepared students have most coherent structure - vs less well-prepared have to struggle…



 
 Option 2: Higher education needs to 

respond  
 The problems are essentially systematic 

- call for structural rather than peripheral or ‘remedial’ 
responses  (Scott et al, 2007) 

‘Deficit’ model – students need to be ‘fixed’ by 
foundation/add-on courses  

     vs.  
University itself needs to change mainstream 

teaching practices & institutional culture  
       (Boughey, 2007) 

 Rethink our curriculum structures and 
teaching approaches 
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Extended curricula/curricula reform 
needed 

Rethink entire degree structure  
 – not just tack on extra year (else failure gets 

displaced to 2nd year) 
An accelerated stream  
 – these students best able to deal with curriculum 

incoherence 
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So ironically, is the most underprepared students who are faced with curriculum incoherence, time-table clashes etc.(eg. Coping with courses for which they do the co-requisite courses concurrently)Start where students are at, not where HE thinks they ‘should’ be at. Cf. Ian Scott re UK vs Scotland



Curriculum design, teaching and 
learning implications  

Extending the degree alone is not sufficient  
– need to look at the design and pedagogy of the 

curriculum itself.  
Types of foundational provision: 
 1. More time more tuition (more of the same is not what is 

needed) 

 2. Add-on skills (eg. English, computer skills, life skills) 

 3. Integrated/infusion into disciplines  
       (Kloot et al 2008) 
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In terms of models of AD since the 80s, there has been a shift in approach. The early programmes …Scott et al: What approaches seem to have been most successful? The following factors may be seen as necessary, although not on their own sufficient, conditions:	AD work at an institutional level should be coordinated by Central Units, with resource allocation powers	AD staff seconded to work in faculties or departments should be recognized as AD staff (line managed and paid by the Central Unit), and credible, academically, in the departments (e.g. staff seconded to work in Physics should ideally have a PhD in Physics).	Staff must be on academic conditions, and have clear career/promotion tracks.	Contract posts should only be used where the work is clearly time-bound.	All AD initiatives should be linked to mainstream curricula in clearly identifiable ways (no add-ons).The lessons learnt in this experience remain valid, and should be taken into account in the development of new approaches to educational capacity building, as discussed below. The more separate the programme, the more opportunity there is for curriculum innovation. On the other hand, a separate programme, in reality, tends to be marginalised and therefore has limited impact on the mainstream which is where the change really needs to happen, especially in terms of the current need for quality graduates in Science, Engineering and Technology (SET) (Kloot et al, 2008)



Research-based, scholarly approaches 
to curriculum design needed 

Analysis of 2006 DOE Extended Curriculum 
Programme (ECP) submissions: (Boughey, 2007)  

 - lack of scholarly, research-based approaches 
 - mostly ‘add-on’ skills courses 
 - much ‘re-inventing the wonky wheel’  
…despite international and SA research (80s 

and 90s) on limitations of ‘add-on’ skills 
…despite international & SA literature on STEM 

undergraduate education reforms and 
Scholarship of Teaching & Learning (SoTL) 
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Theories on learning 

Individual/cognitivist:  
 - focus on knowledge acquisition,  ‘mental models’; 

‘misconceptions’ & conceptual change 
Socio-cultural: 
 - learning as not just a cognitive process, but 
  - a process of identity formation  
 - through accessing a disciplinary discourse  
 - and increased participation in the activities of a 

community 
Complementarity of these perspectives NB  

   (Scott and Leach, 2003; Sfard, 1998) 
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learning as more than just the acquisition of knowledge, but more importantly as participation in a community.  Next we deal with the notions of discourse and identity, and argue that learning involves taking on the discourse of a particular community, which is intimately bound up with the identity of being a member of that community. Exposure to staff in deptLearning is not merely a cognitive process of acquisition but a process of participation, of taking on an identity (cf. Gee) Participation in communities of practice is key (cf. Lave and Wenger)



Socio-cultural view on learning: 
implications for curriculum design 

 Creating communities  
 - from traditional lectures to classroom interactive 

engagement (eg. Peer Instruction, Harvard and elsewhere; SCALE-
UP at MIT and elsewhere; in SA, SFP at UN…) 
- mentoring  

Greater participation in activities that mirror practices 
of scientists: 

 - inquiry-based labs vs. traditional ‘cookbook labs’  
  (eg. US-based ISLE project) 
 - authentic tasks (PBL, context-rich problems) 
 - undergrad research activities from 1st year 
 - eg. UWC Physics Extended Curriculum Programme 
   (see Allie et al, 2008 - SA paper by 21 university STEM lecturers ) 
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Peer instruction and SCALE=UP approaches used in physics, chem , maths, biology…PBL - integrating parts of curriculumLabwork that mirrors authentic practices of scientists vs. ‘cookbook’style labs (Investivation Learning in Science Education (ISLE) – Rugters and elsewhere)Undergraduate researche-learning in appropriate ways (can be alienating to students cf. REAP study) - link all these to findings on the Generation Y/Millenial students



Socio-cultural view on learning: 
implications for ‘academic literacy’ 

Learning as accessing a disciplinary discourse 
 - ‘academic literacy’ - not ‘skills’ but the social practices 

of discipline communities 
 - limitation of ‘stand-alone’ courses vs. infusion into the 

curriculum 
 - collaborations between AcLit specialists and discipline 

lecturers (eg. Engineering CPUT) (Jacobs, 2007) 

Taking on discourse and participating in 
community -- identity formation :  

 eg. exposure to a range of possible identities as an 
engineer/chemist/mathematician… 
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A socio-cultural view on learning: 
implies ‘whole dept’ commitment 

Learning as increased participation in a disciplinary 
community of practice                  

 
 
 

Whole Dept commitment to curriculum reform  
rather than  

separate courses taught by marginalised contract staff 
  eg. UWC Physics ECP 
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Finally… a s-c perspective has implications for who is responsible for curriculum reformThese students have professor of phyiscs and HOD teaching you - message is you are taken serious;y, and part of the Physics Dept.More than 1/2 of Dept, many of the senior members; exposed to a range of research activities; felt that they were being taken seriously; one of 2nd year lecturers designed a final PBL module - integrate the 1st 2 years and act as transition to 2nd year.hole Dept commitment to curriculum reform	 vs. marginalised contract staff  (need T&L expertise in Depts)(requires T&L expertise in Depts)



Reasons for resistance to curriculum 
reform and extended degrees? 

(1) What matters in HE - research vs. teaching 
 

(2) Fears about ‘falling standards’ 
 

(3) Concerns about financial implications 



(1) What matters in HE - 
research vs. teaching 

Educational expertise needed to design and 
implement effective curricula  

       (Scott et al, 2007) 

HE as a ‘field’ - research valued over teaching and 
learning - constrains institutional change  
     (Kloot, 2009) 

International focus on Scholarship of Teaching & 
Learning (SoTL)    

(Boyer Commission - Educating Undergraduates in the Research University: 

Reinventing Undergraduate Education, 1999)  
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Scholarship entails 4 facets - discovery, integration, application, T&LThe landmark international publication by the Boyer Comm -highlighted NB of SOTL in research university(Boyer Commission on Educating Undergraduates in the ResearchUniversity: REINVENTING UNDERGRADUATEEDUCATION, 1999)



(2) Fears about ‘falling standards’ 
Maths and science curriculum reform = 

‘dumbing down’, not maintaining international 
standards?  

Examples: Harvard? MIT?   
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Curriculum reform = falling standardsvs. keeping abreast with best practice worldwide!MIT, Harvard? Over 60 PER groups in USA Physics Depts – problems in u/g teaching! Not because students underpreparedWiemannCurriculum reform benefits all studentsResistance: change in teaching approach =  ‘dumbing down’, falling standardsInstructors in front of their captive – but rarely captivated – audience extolling, with various degrees of enthusiasm, the virtues of physics and solving problems of the week. The … (Gautreau, 1997)‘Do they just sit there?’ (Zollman)Not about ‘dumbing down’ – adopting teaching approaches that will benefit ALL students (approaches used by the likes of Harvard, MIT not because their students are underprepared but because research on student learning shows this is how students learn best)‘Teach as we always have - maintain standards’ vs. out-dated approaches from 70s!Cf. Physics and Maths undergraduate curriculum reforms worldwideTo make u’g science relevant to students’ lifeworlds; make explicit access to discourseImprove pass rate, but also A grade students better studentsAttract different, talented students – the ones that the tedium of traditional physics courses drives away (Tobias)



    MIT  
first year Physics no longer taught like this…. 



But like this… 

MIT SCALE-UP classroom  
 Interactive engagement in classroom communities 
Rethinking curriculum ’canon’ 



(2) Fears about ‘falling standards’? 

MIT… Harvard … over 60 Physics Education Research 
Groups in USA Universities 

Curriculum reform - based on research on how students 
learn best - benefits ALL students! 

• Australian report  
Outcome: ‘curriculum needs to respond to changing students’ 

• Uppala, Sweden 
- 30 vs 300 students in regular vs extended Physics degree 
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(3) Financial implications 
For the state:  throughput stats show very poor 

returns on investment currently! Billions lost/year… 
For the student and community:  better 

throughput = less drop-out, less unplanned years  

For the universities:    
 investment in ECPs and improving T&L  
 
 increased retention and throughput  
 
 increased output subsidies (good return on 

investment!) 
 



Responding to needs for 21st century 
Climate change, social justice, democracy, 

sustainability of financial systems etc. 
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New curricula to address 
challenges of 21st century 

Need : 
• creative, innovative thinkers (cf. science ed research on 

‘successful’ students) 
• science and engineering graduates committed to social justice 

and democracy (cf. Soudien Report, 2009; Badat, 2001; Jansen, 2009) 
–  ‘Public-good professional capabilities’ (Walker, 2004) 

• graduates for corporate capital vs. alternatives 
 
Responding to students’ concerns and aspirations 
Students’ motivations for choosing engineering degree: 
• concern for social and environmental issues (Jawitz & Case, 1998; Reed & 

Case, 2003) 
• alienation of good engineering students (Case, 2007)  
Attract a wider range of talented students to STEM  cf. the ‘second 

tier’ (Tobias, 1990)   



What HE needs from schools 
NSC curriculum intentions are laudable: 
 - emphasis on sense-making vs. memorisation 
 - relevance - interest in science and maths instilled 
 
 
However,  
- reduce overcrowded curricula: ‘Cover less, uncover 
more’  eg. Do students need calculus, semi-conductors..? 

- ‘zone of feasible innovation’ (Rogan, 2007) 
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In summary … what needs to change in 
HE 

Rethink entire degree structure - ECP the norm?  
At 1st year, start where students are at, not where we 

think they ‘ought’ to be 
Curricula need to be designed in scholarly way, taking 

into account research on STEM T&L 
Build on strengths of NSC - relevance, social contexts, 

investigation-based 
Respond to students’ strengths (interest, interactive, 

technology-oriented…) and their aspirations 
Financial support for improving T&L crucial; SoTL a key 

focus in HEIs 
Rethink ‘growth’ models in HE - growth through improve 

throughput vs. increasing 1st year intake 
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Eg no wonder students fail - eg Physics come from school where memorising is not rewarded, context and relevance is stressed; focus on enquiry. Many of our Physics courses are no longer traditional, but if so, a huge gap.Context and relevance stressed - abstract and decontexualised - blocks on inclined planes; memorising equations; pracs - investigations at school - cookbook pracs at univ.Discussion and groupwork at school - passive large lecturesWhat are strengths of new NSC students? How can we play to those strengths?NSC has potential to increase interest in science, and to attract different sorts of studetns to sciecne (Tobias) need to make sure the gains of the NSC in terms of recruiting students to science are not undone by traditional first year courses, out of step with contemporary trends in sciecnce and maths edField I.t.o relative status given to T&L and researchEpistemological access



Thank you! 
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